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This technical report provides information on the computation of the electrostatic potential for the
Amber forcefield in particle-mesh Ewald (PME) in AMBER 10.

THE ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL

The section below follows some of the notation and development in [1].
The potential energy of a collection of charged particles {r1, r2, . . . , rN} in an infinite lattice of periodic cells, where

specific pairs of particles (i, j) are excluded from electrostatic interaction with their minimum images, can be written
as

U(r1, . . . , rN ) =
1
2

∑
n

N∑
i

∗i∑
j

qi qj
|ri − rj + n|

(1)

where the sum
∑
n

= n1a1+n2a2+n3a3 runs over all integers multiplying the orthorhombic lattice vectors (a1,a2,a3),

and the sum
∗i∑
j

denotes that the sum j runs from 1 to N but specifically excludes i and those sites j on the exclusion

list when occurring in their minimum image.
If we wish to write the potential energy in terms of the electrostatic potential φi(ri) on each site,

U(r1, . . . , rN ) =
1
2

N∑
i=1

qi φi(ri) (2)

this yields a definition of the electrostatic potential as

φi(r) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj
|r− rj + n|

(3)

In addition to the electrostatic potential φi(ri), we are also interested in its gradient

gi(r) ≡ ∇φi(r) (4)

which is equal to the negative of the electric field, and the 3× 3 symmetric matrix of second partial derivatives

Hi(r) = ∇⊗∇φi(r) (5)

where ⊗ denotes the outer product, such that

(Hi)xy(ri) =
∂2

∂x∂y
φi(ri) (6)

Note that these three quantities have a label i attached to them. This label is important because it carries informa-
tion about which terms in the sum are omitted, in order to be consistent with the definitions in Eqs. 2 and 36.

PARTICLE-MESH EWALD

In the Ewald method, calculation of the infinite sum in Eq. 36 is transformed from a conditionally convergent series
into an absolutely convergent one by the introduction of a set of Gaussian screening charges added and subtracted
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to the charge distribution. The electrostatic potential can be written in terms of this charge density ρi(r)

φi(r) =
∫
dr′

ρi(r)
|r′ − r|

(7)

such that the charge density ρi(r) is given by

ρi(r) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

[qj δ(|r− ri|)− qj ρg(|r− ri|) + qj ρg(|r− ri|)] (8)

where δ(r) is the Dirac delta function, and the normalized Gaussian radial density function ρg(r) is defined as

ρg(r) ≡ α3π−3/2 exp(−α2r2) (9)

The electrostatic potential can now be broken into several parts, each of which can be tackled in an efficient manner.

Direct Coulomb contribution

The contribution to the electrostatic field on atom i from other point charges is given by

φdirect
i (r) =

∫
dr′

1
|r′ − r|

∑
n

∗i∑
j

[qj δ(|r′ − ri|)− qj ρg(|r′ − ri|)] (10)

=
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj erfc (αr)
|rj − r + n|

(11)

Because the erfc (αr)/r decays rapidly (much more rapidly than 1/r, the sum over atoms j in all image cells n can
safely be truncated to include only those minimum-image atoms within a certain cutoff rc, chosen such that the
contribution from atoms outside of this cutoff is negligible and can be safely omitted [2].

We use the same notation used by Darden et al. [1], in which we define a family of functions Bl(r) that has the
useful property that (d/dr)Bl(r) = −r Bl+1(r) for l ≥ 0. These functions are defined as

B0(r) =
erfc (αr)

r

Bl(r) = r−2

[
(2l − 1)Bl−1(r) +

(2α2)l

α
√
π

exp(−α2r2)
]

for l > 0 (12)

We can then write the potential as

φi(r) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj B0(|rj − r + n|) (13)

Its gradient is easily computed as

∇rφi(r) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj ∇rB0(|rj − r + n|)

=
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj (rj − r + n)B1(|rj − r + n|) (14)
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The matrix of second derivatives can be computed as

∇⊗∇φi(ri) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj ∇⊗ [(rj − r + n)B1(|rj − r + n|)]

=
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj [(rj − r + n)∇⊗B1(|rj − r + n|) +∇⊗ (rj − r + n)B1(|rj − r + n|)]

=
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj [(rj − r + n)⊗ (rj − r + n)B2(|rj − r + n|)− I3×3B1(|rj − r + n|)] (15)

where I3×3 is the 3× 3 identity matrix.
This leads to the equations:

φi(ri) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj B0(rjin) (16)

∇φi(ri) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj rjinB1(rjin) (17)

∇⊗∇φi(ri) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

qj [rjin ⊗ rjinB2(rjin)− I3×3B1(rjin)] (18)

where rjin ≡ rj − r + rn.
The direct space contribution is accumulated in short_ene_dip in short_ene.f.

Reciprocal space contribution

The contribution from an infinite replication of Gaussian charge densities placed at the atomic centers is computed
in reciprocal space.

φrecip(r) =
∫
dr′

1
|r′ − r|

∑
n

∑
j

qj ρg(|r′ − ri|) (19)

Note that the suffix i has been dropped from φ(r)recip, because the sum over j omits the superscript ∗i. This is
because this contribution is computed once for all atoms, and all atomic sites are included in the calculation. This
necessitates the removal of those terms as separate corrections.

Grid techniques are used to compute the electrostatic potential on grid points, and the potential is then interpo-
lated from the mesh using cubic splines. This means the potential and its derivatives are simple to compute from the
splines. A difficulty is introduced from the fact that the PME implementation in AMBER uses general triclinic box
geometry (where the box vectors (u1,u2,u3) are not necessarily orthogonal) for the reciprocal space calculations,
necessitating transformation of the computed derivatives with respect to u-space back into Cartesian space.

The reciprocal space contribution is accumulated in grad_sum_dipolerc in ew_dipole_recip.f. The AMBER
code provided the code to compute the potential and its derivatives in u-space, as well as the Jacobian to transform
back to Cartesian space, so the expressions are omitted here.

Adjustments for reciprocal space contributions for exclusions

Because the reciprocal space sum includes Gaussian charge densities localized on all atomic sites, we must explic-
itly remove the contributions to the electrostatic potential from Gaussian charge densities on atoms j in the exclusion
list for atom i in a separate step.

The potential at a point r from a Gaussian charge distribution of unit total charge placed at the origin is given by

φg(r) =
∫
dr′

ρg(r′)
|r′ − r|

(20)
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Instead of performing this integral (which has a pole at r = r′, the potential is most easily obtained by solving the
Poisson equation

∇2φ(r) = −4πρ(r) (21)

imposing the appropriate boundary conditions, which gives

φ(r) =
erf (αr)

r
(22)

As above, the necessary equations can be expressed in terms of another set of functions Dl(r), which share the
property that (d/dr)Dl(r) = −r Dl+1(r) for l ≥ 0 (in the same manner as the Bl(r) above). These functions are
defined as

D0(r) = −erf (αr)
r

Dl(r) = r−2

[
(2l − 1)Bl−1(r) +

(2α2)l

α
√
π

exp(−α2r2)
]

for l > 0 (23)

We will make use of the following:

∇r = ∇(r · r)1/2

=
(

1
2

)
(r · r)−1/2(2r)

= r−1 r

∇⊗∇r = ∇⊗ [r−1r]
= r−1 (∇⊗ r) +

(
∇r−1

)
⊗ r

= r−1I3×3 +
(
−r−2∇r

)
⊗ r

= r−1I3×3 − r−2(r−1 r)⊗ r

= r−1I3×3 − r−3(r⊗ r) (24)
∇r ⊗∇r = (r−1r)⊗ (r−1r)

= r−2(r⊗ r) (25)
∇⊗ r = I3×3 (26)

where we have used the vector identity

∇⊗ (fg) = f(∇⊗ g) +∇f ⊗ g (27)

We can then write the “adjustment” correction, the negative of the electrostatic potential and its derivatives at a
displacement r away from a Gaussian charge distribution of unit total charge, as

φadjust(r) = D0(r) (28)
∇φadjust(r) = ∇D0(r)

=
(
∂

∂r
D0(r)

)
∇r

= −r D1(r) (r−1r)
= −D1(r) r (29)

∇⊗∇φadjust(r) = −∇⊗ (D1(r) r)
= − [D1(r)(∇⊗ r) +∇D1(r)⊗ r]

= −D1 I3×3 −
(
∂D1

∂r
∇r ⊗ r

)
= −D1 I3×3 − (−rD2)(r−1r⊗ r)
= −D1(r) I3×3 +D2(r) (r⊗ r) (30)

Note that this is the negative of the above expressions, so these should be added to the potential and gradients to
correct for the contribution of an atom j, and r = (rj − ri).
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Self correction

In addition to contributions from the Gaussian charge densities located on excluded atoms, the contribution from
the Gaussian charge density on atom i must be explicitly removed as well. We can make use the expressions above
taking r → ri, but care must be taken in evaluation of this limit due to the divergence of some of the terms in this
regime.

The self-term corrections can be obtained by taking the limit as r→ 0 along a unit direction vector n̂:

φself
i (0) = lim

r→0+
qiD0(r) = −2α qi

π1/2
(31)

∇φself
i (0) = lim

r→0+
qi (−D1(r) r) = lim

r→0+
qi (−r D1(r) n̂) = 0 (32)

∇⊗∇φself
i (0) = lim

r→0+
qi [−D1(r) I3×3 +D2(r) (r⊗ r)]

= −qi I3×3 lim
r→0+

D1(r) + qi (n̂⊗ n̂) lim
r→0+

r2D2(r)

= −qi I3×3

(
− 4α3

3π1/2

)
+ qi (n̂⊗ n̂) 0

= I3×3

(
4 qi α3

3π1/2

)
(33)

These corrections should be added to the potential and its gradients to remove the effect of the Gaussian neutralizing
charge placed at atom i included in the Ewald sum.

CUTOFF ELECTROSTATICS

For comparison, a cutoff method is also implemented.
When using a strict cutoff, the electrostatic potential at a site i is defined by

φi(r) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

S(|rj − ri + n|; rc)
qj

|rj − ri + n|
(34)

where the function S(r; rc) is the cutoff function, defined as

S(r; rc) =

{
1 if r ≤ rc
0 otherwise

(35)

Defining rjin ≡ rj − ri + n, we can write the potential as

φi(r) =
∑
n

∗i∑
j

S(rjin; rc)
qj
rjin

(36)

USAGE

System setup

To use the current modifications, the AMBER prmtop (parameters/topology) file must be augmented with a set
of atomic polarizabilities, one per atom, all zero, by addition of a section

%FLAG POLARIZABILITY
%FORMAT(10F8.1)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

...
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A small Python script prepare-prmtop.py has been provided to assist in preparation of the modified prmtop. It is
invoked as

python prepare-prmtop.py --in prmtop --out prmtop.polarizable

Running a simulation

This new prmtop file should be used when invoking sander in the usual manner, such as

sander -O -i md.sander.in -o md.sander.out -p prmtop.polarizable -c initial.crd \
-r md.crd -x md.netcdf -e md.ene

Several new options have been added to the mdin simulation control file. Here is an example mdin file for running
a 100 ps simulation of trpzip2 and writes the electrostatic field (and its derivatives) of the backbone atoms N, H, CA,
C, O to the netCDF file “efield.netcdf” every 20 fs:

100 ps NVT simulation to extract electric field
&cntrl
imin=0,
ntb=1, ntp=0,
ntc=3, ntf=3,
cut=9.0,
nstlim=50000, temp0=300.0, ntt=2, vrand=500,
dt=0.002, tempi=300.0,
ig=12345,
ntpr=1, ntwx=500, ntwe=1, ntwprt=219, ioutfm=1,
iwrap=1,
ipol = 1,
ntwefield = 10, efield_mask = "!:WAT & @N,H,CA,C,O", efield_filename = "efield.netcdf", efield_method = "PME",

&end
&ewald

use_pme=1,
&end

The options are described below

• ipol must be set to 1 to enable the polarizable dipole PME routines modified for electrostatic field calculations.

• ntwefield sets the number of steps between writes of the electrostatic field, or 0 if this feature is to be disabled.

• efield_mask specifies an atom mask (see Section 11.3 of the AMBER10 manual) for those atoms whose coor-
dinates and electrostatic potentials and derivatives are to be written out.

• efield_filename is the name of NetCDF file to write data to (currently, has to be different from the coordinate
trajectory archive filename since output frequency may differ).

• efield_method is either "PME" if the PME field is to be computedm or "cutoff" if the cutoff method is to be
used (using the PME direct-space cutoff). Except for testing purposes, the "PME" option should always be used
— this is the default.

The field and derivatives are only computed on timesteps when desired for minimal speed impact on operation.

SUMMARY OF OUTPUT

A netCDF file will be written to the filename specified by efield_filename. The netCDF file conforms to the
“AMBER Trajectory NetCDF Convention Version 1.0 Revision B” specification (http://amber.scripps.edu/
netcdf/nctraj.html) where possible, adding the following variables, to which attributes are attached to describe
their units. The units used are listed as well.

http://amber.scripps.edu/netcdf/nctraj.html
http://amber.scripps.edu/netcdf/nctraj.html
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• time (frame_dim) Time at which potential was sampled.
Attributes: (units, picosecond)

• atom_indices (atom_dim)

List of indices of atoms whose centers define sites at which electrostatic potential is sampled.

• x (spatial_dim, atom_dim, frame_dim)

Coordinates of atoms at which potential is sampled. Attributes: (units, angstrom)

• phi (atom_dim, frame_dim)

Electrostatic potential at sampled atoms. Attributes: (units, e/angstrom)

• dphi (spatial_dim, atom_dim, frame_dim)

First derivatives of electrostatic potential at sampled atoms. Attributes: (units, e/angstrom**2)

• d2phi (spatial_dim, spatial_dim, atom_dim, frame_dim)

Symmetric matrix of second derivatives of electrostatic potential at sampled atoms. Attributes: (units,
e/angstrom**3)

SUMMARY OF CODE CHANGES

A new module, electrostatic_measurements, contained in electrostatic_measurements.f90, has been cre-
ated to hold the measurements of the electrostatic potential and its derivatives at the desired sites.

All changes are encapsulated within #ifdef EFIELD ... #endif EFIELD blocks, such that the
amber10/src/config_amber.h needs to have -DEFIELD added to AMBERBUILDFLAGS=.

You must also add to the end of config_amber.h:

# ADDED BY JDC:
.f90.o: $<

$(FPP) $< > _$<
$(FC) -c $(FFLAGS) $(FREEFORMAT_FLAG) -o $@ _$<

where the indents are single tabs.
Files with changes:

• md.h - New parameters are defined here.

• files.h - The filenames used by the facility are stored here.

• mdread.f - The new options are set to defaults, read in the namelist, and electrostatic_measurements_init

is called to initialize the facility.

• runmd.f - The subroutine electrostatic_measurements_write is called by when the potential and current
coordinates at which measurements are taken are to be written to a netCDF file.

• ew_force.f - The accumulated field is zeroed at the beginning of ewald_force, and the coordinates of the
desired atoms are stored at this point. nb_adjust_dipole contains the code for the “adjustment” correction,
and self contains the “self” corrections.

• ew_dipole_recip.f - The reciprocal space contribution is computed here.

• short_ene.f - The direct (or real space) contribution is computed here, as is the cutoff method.

• extra_pts.f - Half of the (1,4) contributions are added here in do_14_dipole as bare Coulomb contributions.

Changes to PME routines were made in the codepaths involving polarizable dipoles, since these have been most
recently written (by Tom Darden et al.) and represent a much easier codepath to modify than the multiply branch-
ing/replicated codepaths associated with the standard PME routines in AMBER.

Note that, for the AMOEBA polarizable forcefield, the electrostatic potential and its first and second derivatives
are already computed as part of an entirely separate codepath. Modifications to accumulate these by someone who
understands all the contributions will probably be trivial.
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Note that the net charge of the system must be zero — the contribution from a uniform background screening
charge is zero.

JDC is grateful to Tom Darden for suggestions on the implementation of this scheme into the SANDER program
from AMBER10.

∗ Electronic address: jchodera@stanford.edu
[1] A. Toukmaji, C. Sagui, J. Board, and T. Darden, Science 113, 10913 (2000).
[2] In practice, the coefficient α is chosen automatically such that the truncation error achieves a specified tolerance for a given

real-space cutoff in most popular MD packages, including AMBER.
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